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Leon observed things for a while, but the very moment he saw Inglar

dropping his guard, which was the moment he was going to sit on the ground,
Leon used Prison of Light . The next moment, Inglar got hit by several arrows
of light, and before he could even fall, Leon appeared and took Soul Eater
from him .

Soul Eater

It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 35214633

"Ugh . . . you . . . " Inglar murmured while trying to keep standing .

"You guys used a lot of mana and didn't even scratch them . . . " Leon
frowned .
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Everyone, with the exception of Inglar, was shocked, they didn't expect that
Leon would appear so boldly and steal Soul Eater just like that . The first one
to recover was Alurelle, she turned into her giant form, grabbed her swords,
and looked at Leon viciously .

"You!" Alurelle shouted .

"Me what?" Leon asked . "Please, don't try to act as if you guys don't deserve
the current situation you were in . "

Although Leon was pretty close to them, Jertien didn't hesitate to use Ice
Meteor, several of them fall almost over Leon, but he used Transfer and
moved away .

"Here is a gift for trying to kill me," Leon said, and then the next moment,
Jorhorn got attacked by Prison of Light .

"Brother!" Alurelle cried in despair .
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Although he was pretty wounded, Jorhorn endured the attack and even woke
up . Although he was in pain, he still found the strength to look at Leon
without hiding his hatred . Genelosa and Jertien turned into their giant forms,
but Inglar stepped forward and stopped them .



" . . . Where is Ivolaer?" Inglar asked .

"Here," Leon took out Lightning Slicer from his magic box and showed to

Inglar . "Do you want to join him?"

"DIEEEEEEEEEEE!" Inglar shouted after turning into his gigantic form and

slashed his sword at Leon .

Leon was in the mood to act like a villain, so he moved as if he was going to
block Inglar's attack using Lightning Slicer . However, it didn't change
anything . Inglar was so blind by rage that he didn't hesitate to destroy the
weapon where Ivolaer's was sealed . Leon used Transfer and reappeared five
meters on the south side of the dungeon . He couldn't go to the north because
he could meet the angels . . . the best option was to lure one or two harvesters
from that region to another place . Surprisingly, only Inglar followed Leon,
and he only had to show him Lightning Slicer .
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"I guess the others have to look after the wounded . . . well, this works for
me . . . "

Although he was wounded and tired, Inglar didn't think twice before
activating his Burning Aura to increase his speed . He wasn't as fast as
Ivolaer, but he got twice as fast . . . and he also left a path of lava where he
stepped .



"I don't know why the angels are taking their sweet time . . . but I have to
finish this before they follow such obvious trail . "

After using Transfer to keep ahead of Inglar for half an hour, Leon arrived in
a mountainous region . Thanks to his aura, Inglar was melting even
mountains and creating a sea of magma . Although Leon wanted to use the
terrain to make Inglar trip, that much would do .

When Leon stopped, Inglar swung his sword and shot a massive wave of
flames toward Leon . However, in comparison to the speed of the beams of
light, it was a laughable attack . Without having a better idea to take out his

pieces of equipment, Leon used Transfer to escape the attack and reappeared
in front of Inglar's left leg . Leon couldn't get close enough due to the
Burning Aura, so he slashed Inglar repeatedly with the Sword of Light until
the light beam pierced Inglar's leg deeply . However, Leon had to retreat
because Inglar was about to split him in two and burn him to pieces with his
sword

"Fire Storm!" Inglar shouted and raised his sword upward .

The next moment, big Fireballs started to fall from the sky . Leon didn't
know that Inglar had such skill, and the power behind it was no joke . Even
though his Fire Resistance was level one hundred and fifty, Leon felt his skin
burning when one of the projectiles passed within five meters of him . To
make matters worse, Leon had to keep moving while he was avoiding the
Fireballs, while several of them were falling around Inglar, creating a barrier
around him .

"I guess I can use this chance . . . "



Inglar was too focused on attacking, so even though he was a bit far away,
Leon managed to steal his helmet using Telekinesis . Leon didn't have time to
use Mana-Eater, so he threw the helm far away . Inglar looked at him
annoyed, but he took something out of his pocket and let it fall on his
head . . . the next moment, Inglar's old circlet reappeared .

" . . . I won't be able to decrease his defense all that much if he is carrying his
older equipment, but . . . whatever . If he wants this, then it works better for
me . "

Instead of running away, Leon used Ice Beam upward and disintegrated all

Fireballs that were about to fall on him . At the same time, he used
Telekinesis to strip Inglar of his mithril protective gear . He was so focused
on attacking that he couldn't do anything to stop Leon . As if that was a joke,
Inglar tossed away his mithril sword and equipped all his old weapon and
gear . He was outraged beyond reason . . . he thought that he could defeat
Leon without relying on the things Leon himself created .

"Truly madness . . . " Leon muttered .

Leon observed things for a while, but the very moment he saw Inglar

dropping his guard, which was the moment he was going to sit on the ground,
Leon used Prison of Light . The next moment, Inglar got hit by several arrows
of light, and before he could even fall, Leon appeared and took Soul Eater
from him .

Soul Eater

It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .



Mana Stored: 35214633

Ugh . . . you . . . Inglar murmured while trying to keep standing .

You guys used a lot of mana and didnt even scratch them . . . Leon frowned .

Everyone, with the exception of Inglar, was shocked, they didnt expect that
Leon would appear so boldly and steal Soul Eater just like that . The first one
to recover was Alurelle, she turned into her giant form, grabbed her swords,
and looked at Leon viciously .

You! Alurelle shouted .

Me what? Leon asked . Please, dont try to act as if you guys dont deserve the
current situation you were in .

Although Leon was pretty close to them, Jertien didnt hesitate to use Ice
Meteor, several of them fall almost over Leon, but he used Transfer and
moved away .

Here is a gift for trying to kill me, Leon said, and then the next moment,
Jorhorn got attacked by Prison of Light .

Brother! Alurelle cried in despair .

Although he was pretty wounded, Jorhorn endured the attack and even woke
up . Although he was in pain, he still found the strength to look at Leon



without hiding his hatred . Genelosa and Jertien turned into their giant forms,
but Inglar stepped forward and stopped them .

. . . Where is Ivolaer? Inglar asked .

Here, Leon took out Lightning Slicer from his magic box and showed to

Inglar . Do you want to join him?

DIEEEEEEEEEEE! Inglar shouted after turning into his gigantic form and

slashed his sword at Leon .

Leon was in the mood to act like a villain, so he moved as if he was going to
block Inglars attack using Lightning Slicer . However, it didnt change
anything . Inglar was so blind by rage that he didnt hesitate to destroy the
weapon where Ivolaers was sealed . Leon used Transfer and reappeared five
meters on the south side of the dungeon . He couldnt go to the north because
he could meet the angels . . . the best option was to lure one or two harvesters
from that region to another place . Surprisingly, only Inglar followed Leon,
and he only had to show him Lightning Slicer .

I guess the others have to look after the wounded . . . well, this works for
me . . .

Although he was wounded and tired, Inglar didnt think twice before
activating his Burning Aura to increase his speed . He wasnt as fast as Ivolaer,
but he got twice as fast . . . and he also left a path of lava where he stepped .

I dont know why the angels are taking their sweet time . . . but I have to
finish this before they follow such obvious trail .



After using Transfer to keep ahead of Inglar for half an hour, Leon arrived in
a mountainous region . Thanks to his aura, Inglar was melting even
mountains and creating a sea of magma . Although Leon wanted to use the
terrain to make Inglar trip, that much would do .

When Leon stopped, Inglar swung his sword and shot a massive wave of
flames toward Leon . However, in comparison to the speed of the beams of
light, it was a laughable attack . Without having a better idea to take out his

pieces of equipment, Leon used Transfer to escape the attack and reappeared
in front of Inglars left leg . Leon couldnt get close enough due to the Burning
Aura, so he slashed Inglar repeatedly with the Sword of Light until the light
beam pierced Inglars leg deeply . However, Leon had to retreat because
Inglar was about to split him in two and burn him to pieces with his sword

Fire Storm! Inglar shouted and raised his sword upward .

The next moment, big Fireballs started to fall from the sky . Leon didnt know
that Inglar had such skill, and the power behind it was no joke . Even though
his Fire Resistance was level one hundred and fifty, Leon felt his skin burning
when one of the projectiles passed within five meters of him . To make
matters worse, Leon had to keep moving while he was avoiding the Fireballs,
while several of them were falling around Inglar, creating a barrier around
him .

I guess I can use this chance . . .

Inglar was too focused on attacking, so even though he was a bit far away,
Leon managed to steal his helmet using Telekinesis . Leon didnt have time to
use Mana-Eater, so he threw the helm far away . Inglar looked at him



annoyed, but he took something out of his pocket and let it fall on his
head . . . the next moment, Inglars old circlet reappeared .

. . . I wont be able to decrease his defense all that much if he is carrying his
older equipment, but . . . whatever . If he wants this, then it works better for
me .

Instead of running away, Leon used Ice Beam upward and disintegrated all

Fireballs that were about to fall on him . At the same time, he used
Telekinesis to strip Inglar of his mithril protective gear . He was so focused
on attacking that he couldnt do anything to stop Leon . As if that was a joke,
Inglar tossed away his mithril sword and equipped all his old weapon and
gear . He was outraged beyond reason . . . he thought that he could defeat
Leon without relying on the things Leon himself created .

Truly madness . . . Leon muttered .
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Even while using his old gear, it didn't take long before Leon could pierce
Inglar's left leg all the way to the other side using Sword of Light . He lost
some of his mobility, but it looked like only that wouldn't be enough . . .

"What's wrong with these guys . . . " Leon frowned . "Was Ivolaer that

important to you?"



Just destroying Inglar's legs wouldn't be enough, so Leon went for his arms
to make him stop the damn Fire Storm . Leon didn't move and blocked the
Fireballs using only Ice Beam, despite that, Inglar didn't stop, his mana was
being drained at fearsome speed, and Leon even attacked his shoulders to
make him unable to raise his arms or hold his sword . . . despite all that . . .
he didn't stop .

"So, you too, huh . . . " Leon muttered . "I guess you two have a hard time
faking your feelings . . . you also gave up a long time ago . . . and now only

want to destroy everything . "

Inglar and Ivolaer couldn't be considered friends, perhaps rivals they were,
and that would explain why Inglar got so angry after learning about Ivolaer's
death . Just like Ivolaer, he had no more reason to keep fighting . They were
alike in that aspect . . .

Someone who stole the power of the spirits by killing a fragment of them
should have better control of using the magic he obtained . . . even if he
wasn't a mage, Inglar should have better control at handling Fire Storm .
However, he was using his attack as if he wanted to burn the entire planet . . .
Leon was getting dizzy because it was getting hard to breathe since he was
surrounded by magma .

Leon decided to end it even more quickly, ignoring the piece of armor
protecting his chest . Leon pierced everything using Sword of Light all the
way to Inglar's heart . He was from a race that focused on increasing their

endurance and mentality to survive, so even though he fell because he lost
control over his body, he didn't die soon afterward .



"What is this . . . this sense of defeat . . . " Leon touched his left chest because
a cold feeling there was bothering him . "This is payback . They deserved
that . . . but . . . whatever . I could use both of you since your zombie forms
would be useful to solve my current problems, but I won't torment those who
are tired of fighting . "

The sky cleared, and even though Inglar understood Leon's words, he didn't
react to it . Just like Ivolaer, he was waiting for the end . . . he also couldn't
care less about what happens next .

Flaming Impaler

It grants you the skill: Fire Storm Lv 280 . Strength + 280, Dexterity +280,
Speed + 280

Cost: 500 mana per second .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Why can't I obtain one Electric Aura or Burning Aura?" Leon frowned those
are much more useful . . . "

It wasn't time to complain since Leon just killed a person, but he did it
anyway . He couldn't feel guilty now after coming this far, for every action,
there is a reaction . . . If Leon starts to be so forgiven to those who betray him,
he won't live a long life .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"Now what?"

The obvious choice is to return to the harvesters and finish them off, but Leon
decided to consume the mithril equipment he made for Inglar and transfer his
mana to Soul Eater . The best scenario would be the one where he will find
later, both harvesters and angels killing each other or at least damaging
themselves in order to make Leon's life easier . However, the chances of that
happening were close to none . . . so Leon had to increase his stock of mana
at least .

"It is a pain that Soul Eater can't absorb the mana from objects, only from
living beings . . . "

Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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It took Leon a full day before he could absorb all of the mana in that
equipment and transfer them to Soul Eater, the time consumed was annoying,
but what annoyed Leon, even more, was the fact that Mana-Eater wasn't that
efficient .

Regardless, Leon wouldn't make the same mistake twice . So, he returned to
where the harvesters were only using an underground route . He could have
arrived much faster if he had used Soul Eater without a care, but despite that,
he arrived on time to see the harvesters and angels fighting fiercely . This
time, even the angels looked pretty beat up… in fact, they had familiar
wounds… wounds caused by plasma .

"Now, I understand why they took so long to return…"

Once again, the mithril spear that had a gift for the angels inside broke at the
best moment, and the plasma hit all the four remaining angels . While they



were suffering under the effects of the plasma, the zombie made sure to
torment them .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 8731 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 2339 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1201 +



Willpower: 134 +

Coins:167,512,362

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Earth Transformation Lv 93, Water Transformation Lv 104,
Wind Transformation Lv 144, Fire Transformation Lv 90, Earth Creation Lv
145, Water Creation Lv 121, Wind Creation Lv 162, Fire Creation Lv 126,
Mana Eater Lv 150, Mana Armor Lv 117, Mana Dominion Lv 139,
Summon Zombie Lv 34, Full-Recover Lv 32, Seal Lv 103, Appraisal Lv
137, Thunder Ray Lv 151, Mind Armor Lv 81, Ice Beam Lv 121, Spear of
Light Lv 220, Sword of Light Lv 363, Thunder Storm Lv 250, Fire Storm
Lv 280

Passive Skills: Fear Resistance Lv 49, Pain Resistance Lv 65, Rage Lv 96,
Magic Craftmanship Lv 118, Magic Blacksmith Lv 118, Burning Aura Lv
140, Light Resistance Lv 90

Even while using his old gear, it didnt take long before Leon could pierce
Inglars left leg all the way to the other side using Sword of Light . He lost
some of his mobility, but it looked like only that wouldnt be enough . . .

Whats wrong with these guys . . . Leon frowned . Was Ivolaer that important

to you?



Just destroying Inglars legs wouldnt be enough, so Leon went for his arms to
make him stop the damn Fire Storm . Leon didnt move and blocked the
Fireballs using only Ice Beam, despite that, Inglar didnt stop, his mana was
being drained at fearsome speed, and Leon even attacked his shoulders to
make him unable to raise his arms or hold his sword . . . despite all that . . .
he didnt stop .

So, you too, huh . . . Leon muttered . I guess you two have a hard time faking
your feelings . . . you also gave up a long time ago . . . and now only want to

destroy everything .

Inglar and Ivolaer couldnt be considered friends, perhaps rivals they were,
and that would explain why Inglar got so angry after learning about Ivolaers
death . Just like Ivolaer, he had no more reason to keep fighting . They were
alike in that aspect . . .

Someone who stole the power of the spirits by killing a fragment of them
should have better control of using the magic he obtained . . . even if he
wasnt a mage, Inglar should have better control at handling Fire Storm .
However, he was using his attack as if he wanted to burn the entire planet . . .
Leon was getting dizzy because it was getting hard to breathe since he was
surrounded by magma .

Leon decided to end it even more quickly, ignoring the piece of armor
protecting his chest . Leon pierced everything using Sword of Light all the
way to Inglars heart . He was from a race that focused on increasing their

endurance and mentality to survive, so even though he fell because he lost
control over his body, he didnt die soon afterward .



What is this . . . this sense of defeat . . . Leon touched his left chest because
a cold feeling there was bothering him . This is payback . They deserved
that . . . but . . . whatever . I could use both of you since your zombie forms
would be useful to solve my current problems, but I wont torment those who
are tired of fighting .

The sky cleared, and even though Inglar understood Leons words, he didnt
react to it . Just like Ivolaer, he was waiting for the end . . . he also couldnt
care less about what happens next .

Flaming Impaler

It grants you the skill: Fire Storm Lv 280 . Strength + 280, Dexterity +280,
Speed + 280

Cost: 500 mana per second .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Why cant I obtain one Electric Aura or Burning Aura? Leon frowned those

are much more useful . . .

It wasnt time to complain since Leon just killed a person, but he did it
anyway . He couldnt feel guilty now after coming this far, for every action,
there is a reaction . . . If Leon starts to be so forgiven to those who betray him,
he wont live a long life .

Now what?

The obvious choice is to return to the harvesters and finish them off, but Leon
decided to consume the mithril equipment he made for Inglar and transfer his
mana to Soul Eater . The best scenario would be the one where he will find
later, both harvesters and angels killing each other or at least damaging
themselves in order to make Leons life easier . However, the chances of that
happening were close to none . . . so Leon had to increase his stock of mana
at least .

It is a pain that Soul Eater cant absorb the mana from objects, only from
living beings . . .

Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

It took Leon a full day before he could absorb all of the mana in that
equipment and transfer them to Soul Eater, the time consumed was annoying,
but what annoyed Leon, even more, was the fact that Mana-Eater wasnt that
efficient .

Regardless, Leon wouldnt make the same mistake twice . So, he returned to
where the harvesters were only using an underground route . He could have
arrived much faster if he had used Soul Eater without a care, but despite that,
he arrived on time to see the harvesters and angels fighting fiercely . This
time, even the angels looked pretty beat up… in fact, they had familiar
wounds… wounds caused by plasma .

Now, I understand why they took so long to return…

Once again, the mithril spear that had a gift for the angels inside broke at the
best moment, and the plasma hit all the four remaining angels . While they

were suffering under the effects of the plasma, the zombie made sure to
torment them .
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Skill List

Active Skills: Earth Transformation Lv 93, Water Transformation Lv 104,
Wind Transformation Lv 144, Fire Transformation Lv 90, Earth Creation Lv
145, Water Creation Lv 121, Wind Creation Lv 162, Fire Creation Lv 126,
Mana Eater Lv 150, Mana Armor Lv 117, Mana Dominion Lv 139,
Summon Zombie Lv 34, Full-Recover Lv 32, Seal Lv 103, Appraisal Lv
137, Thunder Ray Lv 151, Mind Armor Lv 81, Ice Beam Lv 121, Spear of
Light Lv 220, Sword of Light Lv 363, Thunder Storm Lv 250, Fire Storm
Lv 280

Passive Skills: Fear Resistance Lv 49, Pain Resistance Lv 65, Rage Lv 96,
Magic Craftmanship Lv 118, Magic Blacksmith Lv 118, Burning Aura Lv
140, Light Resistance Lv 90
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Even without Soul Eater, and having two of them severely injured, the
harvesters managed to scratch the angels here and there… Leon noticed why
that was happening, it was because they also relied on their wings to fly, and
their wings were damaged .

"I guess that is because of me… Well then… How should I proceed?"



First of all, Leon wanted some things . He didn't want to fight against them
one-on-one, that would take too long, and he was already tired of fighting .
He had some preparations to make, so Leon couldn't waste time with that .
He also wanted to make some magic items and improve the ones he currently
had, but it wasn't worth of risking his life .

While Leon was thinking about that, the region trembled violently . Even the
angels were fighting without care now when the light projectiles hit the
ground, it destroyed almost everything nearby and caused small
earthquakes . . . it wouldn't take long before Leon gets hit by a stray shot .

"I should make some preparations first . . . "

Leon still had those mithril spears filled with plasma, but the angels wouldn't
fall for the same trick . So, he would have to attack the angels with them and

make the weapons get destroyed at the same time . . . after that, he would
have to deal with the harvesters, but he already had a means of how to deal

with them .

"Come to think of it . . . shouldn't the plasma corrode mithril as well? If it

can destroy the flesh of angels, then . . . "

Leon very carefully took out one of those mithril spears . . . but he didn't find
any sign of corrosion . Leon wondered if it was because mithril was made of
mana, or if it was both mithril and plasma were made of his mana . . . either
way, it didn't matter . Leon didn't have to think about the durability of his
spears, and that was good .

Sponsored Content
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"If I hit their armor, the spear should break and spread the plasma .
Fortunately, I have four remaining spears, so I should be able to damage them
quite a bit . . . but I have to be fast and deal with the harvesters soon
afterward . "

After preparing his spears, Leon used Transfer and reappeared right behind
the angels . They immediately felt his presence, but since they were in the
middle of firing their magic projectiles, they didn't have enough time to
react . Leon made his spears spin as much as possible in that brief moment of
time and then shot . The angels turned into their sphere of light form, but
Leon thought that would happen and had aimed at the exact same point the
spheres appeared . The mithril spears broke, and plasma fell on them angels .

"Oh boy . . . this is insane . . . "

Leon recovered from the surprise and attacked Genelosa and Jertien's arms .
Those didn't resist all that much too . The wounded Jorhorn and Ismenria
looked at Leon ready to fight . . . however, Alurelle stepped forward and
opened her arms to protect them .

"Wait! We can . . . " Alurelle was interrupted by another barrage of Magma

Spears and fell after all her limbs got cut off .

Even Jorhorn and Ismenria were caught by surprise, but soon their turns
came . Leon didn't hesitate and cut off their limbs too . Magma Spear

cauterized their wounds, so they wouldn't be healed, even if they had potions



to heal wounds, they couldn't use them in such state . So, Leon faced the
angels again and repeated what he just did . Sword of Light was powerful, but
it wasn't truly his spell . So Leon attacked using Magma Spear . . .

"Ugh! This isn't over!" Zephon shouted and then flew toward the dungeon .
"We won't die here! We will revive our god!"

Although all the angels returned to their ordinary forms and didn't suffer
much damage on their faces, they gave up on fighting and tried to fly to the
dungeon . However, using Telekinesis, Leon used Jertien's hammer and
crushed all of them at the same time . They were too busy running for their
lives to notice Leon's actions, so they received a lot of damage since they
didn't try to resist or block the attack .
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Congratulations! The skill Hammer Mastery has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .
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Even after that attack, the angels were still trying to get up, so Leon damaged
them a little more using Magma Spears . He only stopped when their limbs
were damaged beyond recognition, and their wings became dust . That
annoying feeling was increasing, but Leon didn't stop . The angels weren't
holding their weapons anymore, but Leon decided to get them using

Telekinesis and then stored them on his magic box, just to be sure .

"You . . . how . . . so much mana . . . it shouldn't be . . . possible . " Zephon
muttered .

Holy Sword (Light) (+5)

It grants you the skills: Sword of Light Lv 495 . Strength + 375, Endurance
+ 375, Dexterity + 375

Cost: 500 mana .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

Leon looked around and confirmed that no angels were leaving the dungeon,
somehow the harvesters managed to defeat all of them . Upon noticing that,
Leon understood what was that annoying feeling . . . it was guilt . . . guilt
because he just caused the extinction of a race and that wouldn't be the only
race he would end that day .

Even without Soul Eater, and having two of them severely injured, the
harvesters managed to scratch the angels here and there… Leon noticed why
that was happening, it was because they also relied on their wings to fly, and
their wings were damaged .

I guess that is because of me… Well then… How should I proceed?



First of all, Leon wanted some things . He didnt want to fight against them
one-on-one, that would take too long, and he was already tired of fighting .
He had some preparations to make, so Leon couldnt waste time with that . He
also wanted to make some magic items and improve the ones he currently had,
but it wasnt worth of risking his life .

While Leon was thinking about that, the region trembled violently . Even the
angels were fighting without care now when the light projectiles hit the
ground, it destroyed almost everything nearby and caused small
earthquakes . . . it wouldnt take long before Leon gets hit by a stray shot .

I should make some preparations first . . .

Leon still had those mithril spears filled with plasma, but the angels wouldnt
fall for the same trick . So, he would have to attack the angels with them and

make the weapons get destroyed at the same time . . . after that, he would
have to deal with the harvesters, but he already had a means of how to deal

with them .

Come to think of it . . . shouldnt the plasma corrode mithril as well? If it can

destroy the flesh of angels, then . . .

Leon very carefully took out one of those mithril spears . . . but he didnt find
any sign of corrosion . Leon wondered if it was because mithril was made of
mana, or if it was both mithril and plasma were made of his mana . . . either
way, it didnt matter . Leon didnt have to think about the durability of his
spears, and that was good .



If I hit their armor, the spear should break and spread the plasma . Fortunately,
I have four remaining spears, so I should be able to damage them quite a

bit . . . but I have to be fast and deal with the harvesters soon afterward .

After preparing his spears, Leon used Transfer and reappeared right behind
the angels . They immediately felt his presence, but since they were in the
middle of firing their magic projectiles, they didnt have enough time to react .
Leon made his spears spin as much as possible in that brief moment of time
and then shot . The angels turned into their sphere of light form, but Leon
thought that would happen and had aimed at the exact same point the spheres
appeared . The mithril spears broke, and plasma fell on them angels .

Oh boy . . . this is insane . . .

Leon recovered from the surprise and attacked Genelosa and Jertiens arms .
Those didnt resist all that much too . The wounded Jorhorn and Ismenria
looked at Leon ready to fight . . . however, Alurelle stepped forward and
opened her arms to protect them .

Wait! We can . . . Alurelle was interrupted by another barrage of Magma
Spears and fell after all her limbs got cut off .

Even Jorhorn and Ismenria were caught by surprise, but soon their turns
came . Leon didnt hesitate and cut off their limbs too . Magma Spear
cauterized their wounds, so they wouldnt be healed, even if they had potions
to heal wounds, they couldnt use them in such state . So, Leon faced the
angels again and repeated what he just did . Sword of Light was powerful, but
it wasnt truly his spell . So Leon attacked using Magma Spear . . .



Ugh! This isnt over! Zephon shouted and then flew toward the dungeon . We

wont die here! We will revive our god!

Although all the angels returned to their ordinary forms and didnt suffer much
damage on their faces, they gave up on fighting and tried to fly to the
dungeon . However, using Telekinesis, Leon used Jertiens hammer and
crushed all of them at the same time . They were too busy running for their
lives to notice Leons actions, so they received a lot of damage since they
didnt try to resist or block the attack .

Congratulations! The skill Hammer Mastery has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Hammer Mastery has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Hammer Mastery has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Even after that attack, the angels were still trying to get up, so Leon damaged
them a little more using Magma Spears . He only stopped when their limbs
were damaged beyond recognition, and their wings became dust . That
annoying feeling was increasing, but Leon didnt stop . The angels werent



holding their weapons anymore, but Leon decided to get them using

Telekinesis and then stored them on his magic box, just to be sure .

You . . . how . . . so much mana . . . it shouldnt be . . . possible . Zephon
muttered .

Holy Sword (Light) (+5)

It grants you the skills: Sword of Light Lv 495 . Strength + 375, Endurance
+ 375, Dexterity + 375

Cost: 500 mana .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon looked around and confirmed that no angels were leaving the dungeon,
somehow the harvesters managed to defeat all of them . Upon noticing that,
Leon understood what was that annoying feeling . . . it was guilt . . . guilt
because he just caused the extinction of a race and that wouldnt be the only
race he would end that day .
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When Leon turned around, he saw Alurelle grabbing one of her swords with

her teeth . She wasn't wounded enough to fall unconscious . Still, despite her
state, she wanted to fight… Alurelle wanted to protect her friends and

brother . Using Telekinesis, Leon raised Jertien's hammer, but he hesitated in
letting it fall on her head . Despite everything, Leon couldn't help but respect
someone who had so much fighting spirit… Still…

"An enemy is an enemy… those who betray me… are my enemies," Leon
said . "You understand that, right?"

Alurelle didn't answer, just glared at him as if she was in the right, and Leon
was wrong no matter what . She looked at Leon as if her group's actions were
all justified… they suffered a lot, and they fought for centuries… someone

like Leon couldn't understand their struggle . She was absolutely right, maybe



someday, Leon would be the one who will act like that… but he would fight

to prevent himself from following the path of the traitors .

Leon let fall the hammer on Alurelle's head . It was better to put the
harvesters out of their misery as soon as possible . It was hard if that would be
the case, but sooner Leon finishes that job; the sooner he would get rid of that
feeling… at least that was what he was telling himself .

Sturdy Helmet (Earth)

It grants you the skill: Earth Resistance Lv 340 . Endurance + 250,
Mentality + 250

Aquatic Mithril Guard (Water)

It grants you the skill: Water Resistance Lv 300 . Health + 200, Endurance
+ 200, Mentality +200 .

Ice Fury (Ice )
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It grants you the skill: Ice Meteor Lv 330 .Mana + 200, Intelligence + 200,
Recovery +200 .



Cost: 300 mana

Cataclysmic Spear

It grants you the skill: Aura Blade Lv 340 . Strength + 250, Endurance +
250, Speed +250 .

Cost: 100 stamina .

Refined Impaler

It grants you the skill: Battle Aura Lv 350 . Strength + 250, Dexterity + 250,
Speed +250 .

Cost: 50 stamina per second .
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Using the spirits of the harvesters, Leon created five powerful magic items .
A helmet, a shield, a magic staff, and two spears . Leon won and obtained a
lot, but he didn't feel any sense of accomplishment . . . only emptiness .
Being alone on an island was something, but he was alone in a very far away
world . . .

Holy Bow (Light)



It grants you the skill: Rain of Light Lv 350 . Speed + 300, Intelligence +
300, Dexterity + 300

Cost: 2000 mana per second

Holy Whip (Light)

It grants you the skill: Chains of Light Lv 330 . Speed + 300, Intelligence +
300, Dexterity + 300

Cost: 500 mana

Holy Spear (Light)
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It grants you the skill: Cannon of Light Lv 360 . Strength + 300, Mentality

+ 300, Dexterity + 300

Cost: 1000 mana

Holy Magic Staff (Light)



It grants you the skill: Blast of Light Lv 350 . Recovery + 300, Intelligence
+ 300, Dexterity + 300

Cost: 1500 mana

"Ah, forget it . . . I don't have time for this . "

Leon got up and started to use Mana-Eater, consuming the harvesters items
Leon created and fill Soul Eater with mana . It took Leon three days for him
to absorb them, things stayed pretty quiet on the first two days, but then
monsters finally started to appear . However, no angels came from the angels'
dungeon .

"I guess now my true work will begin . . . "

The best way to make good use of Soul Eater and the monsters of that world
was to keep them alive and drain their mana using Soul Eater . Unfortunately,
the monsters were too powerful for them to be locked in a chunk of ice by
Leon's Ice Beam . So, he had no choice but to kill them .

Leon's next goal would be to go to Celosie and look for the fragment of the
spirit of thunder . However, since he would have to pass the test alone, Leon
would have to make some preparations . He had no idea what the test would
be, but Leon was pretty sure he would have to use a lot of mana to succeed .

"Well, I guess I have more than enough thanks to the mithril equipment . . . "

Soul Eater



It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 5253321777

In fact, Leon probably had enough mana even to return to Miebos . However,
that wasn't his goal . Regardless, before going to Celosie . Leon decided to
bury all the angels and the harvesters . . . although they tried to kill him, they
were dead, and there was no sense in hating the dead . Heal didn't work on
dead bodies, so it was a bit dreadful burying corpses that were
semi-disfigured or missing limbs . Still, it was another feeling Leon had to
endure .

Seven days have passed since the angels created the barrier around the planet,
and on that day, the sky became blue again . Jorhorn was the last one Leon
buried, and before he did so, he looked for the small capsule he kept with
himself . It was the miniaturized version of the tower they used . The place
had several magic weapons there, and Leon took all of them to himself, even
though they weren't that useful .

After burying Jorhorn, Leon started to wonder about Earth . Four years had
passed since the lizard summoned him, there was even a chance that time
could pass faster on Earth . . . but there was no point in worrying about that .
Leon was worried about what might happen to his family and friends while he
was away, would an irregular person like himself surge and lead the planets to
its doom? Would the being who summoned the dragons made them rampage

again and kill his family and friends? If that happens, they won't receive a
decent funeral . . . just like his parents did . . . Leon thought that when he
aimed his Telescope toward Celosie and used Transfer .



When Leon turned around, he saw Alurelle grabbing one of her swords with

her teeth . She wasnt wounded enough to fall unconscious . Still, despite her
state, she wanted to fight… Alurelle wanted to protect her friends and

brother . Using Telekinesis, Leon raised Jertiens hammer, but he hesitated in
letting it fall on her head . Despite everything, Leon couldnt help but respect
someone who had so much fighting spirit… Still…

An enemy is an enemy… those who betray me… are my enemies, Leon said .
You understand that, right?

Alurelle didnt answer, just glared at him as if she was in the right, and Leon
was wrong no matter what . She looked at Leon as if her groups actions were
all justified… they suffered a lot, and they fought for centuries… someone

like Leon couldnt understand their struggle . She was absolutely right, maybe
someday, Leon would be the one who will act like that… but he would fight

to prevent himself from following the path of the traitors .

Leon let fall the hammer on Alurelles head . It was better to put the harvesters
out of their misery as soon as possible . It was hard if that would be the case,
but sooner Leon finishes that job; the sooner he would get rid of that
feeling… at least that was what he was telling himself .

Sturdy Helmet (Earth)

It grants you the skill: Earth Resistance Lv 340 . Endurance + 250,
Mentality + 250

Aquatic Mithril Guard (Water)



It grants you the skill: Water Resistance Lv 300 . Health + 200, Endurance
+ 200, Mentality +200 .

Ice Fury (Ice )

It grants you the skill: Ice Meteor Lv 330 .Mana + 200, Intelligence + 200,
Recovery +200 .

Cost: 300 mana

Cataclysmic Spear

It grants you the skill: Aura Blade Lv 340 . Strength + 250, Endurance +
250, Speed +250 .

Cost: 100 stamina .

Refined Impaler

It grants you the skill: Battle Aura Lv 350 . Strength + 250, Dexterity + 250,
Speed +250 .

Cost: 50 stamina per second .

Using the spirits of the harvesters, Leon created five powerful magic items .
A helmet, a shield, a magic staff, and two spears . Leon won and obtained a
lot, but he didnt feel any sense of accomplishment . . . only emptiness . Being



alone on an island was something, but he was alone in a very far away
world . . .

Holy Bow (Light)

It grants you the skill: Rain of Light Lv 350 . Speed + 300, Intelligence +
300, Dexterity + 300

Cost: 2000 mana per second

Holy Whip (Light)

It grants you the skill: Chains of Light Lv 330 . Speed + 300, Intelligence +
300, Dexterity + 300

Cost: 500 mana

Holy Spear (Light)

It grants you the skill: Cannon of Light Lv 360 . Strength + 300, Mentality

+ 300, Dexterity + 300

Cost: 1000 mana

Holy Magic Staff (Light)



It grants you the skill: Blast of Light Lv 350 . Recovery + 300, Intelligence
+ 300, Dexterity + 300

Cost: 1500 mana

Ah, forget it . . . I dont have time for this .

Leon got up and started to use Mana-Eater, consuming the harvesters items
Leon created and fill Soul Eater with mana . It took Leon three days for him
to absorb them, things stayed pretty quiet on the first two days, but then
monsters finally started to appear . However, no angels came from the angels

dungeon .

I guess now my true work will begin . . .

The best way to make good use of Soul Eater and the monsters of that world
was to keep them alive and drain their mana using Soul Eater . Unfortunately,
the monsters were too powerful for them to be locked in a chunk of ice by
Leons Ice Beam . So, he had no choice but to kill them .

Leons next goal would be to go to Celosie and look for the fragment of the
spirit of thunder . However, since he would have to pass the test alone, Leon
would have to make some preparations . He had no idea what the test would
be, but Leon was pretty sure he would have to use a lot of mana to succeed .

Well, I guess I have more than enough thanks to the mithril equipment . . .

Soul Eater



It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 5253321777

In fact, Leon probably had enough mana even to return to Miebos . However,
that wasnt his goal . Regardless, before going to Celosie . Leon decided to
bury all the angels and the harvesters . . . although they tried to kill him, they
were dead, and there was no sense in hating the dead . Heal didnt work on
dead bodies, so it was a bit dreadful burying corpses that were
semi-disfigured or missing limbs . Still, it was another feeling Leon had to
endure .

Seven days have passed since the angels created the barrier around the planet,
and on that day, the sky became blue again . Jorhorn was the last one Leon
buried, and before he did so, he looked for the small capsule he kept with
himself . It was the miniaturized version of the tower they used . The place
had several magic weapons there, and Leon took all of them to himself, even
though they werent that useful .

After burying Jorhorn, Leon started to wonder about Earth . Four years had
passed since the lizard summoned him, there was even a chance that time
could pass faster on Earth . . . but there was no point in worrying about that .
Leon was worried about what might happen to his family and friends while he
was away, would an irregular person like himself surge and lead the planets to
its doom? Would the being who summoned the dragons made them rampage

again and kill his family and friends? If that happens, they wont receive a
decent funeral . . . just like his parents did . . . Leon thought that when he
aimed his Telescope toward Celosie and used Transfer .
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Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Just as Leon heard from the harvesters, Celosie was really a world that had a
lot of mountains . Most of them had more than five kilometers of height, so
Leon wondered how that world progressed, having so little space for
cultivating their lands and growing crops and things like that . However,
those thoughts soon disappeared .

"Well, now . . . where I will find the temple of the fragment of the spirit of
thunder?"

Just like Jorhorn said it would be hard to reconquest that world thanks to its
terrain, it would be equally challenging to find anything . Leon could have
asked before defeating the harvesters, but it was a bit unrealistic to wait for



them to answer his questions when it was apparent that he wouldn't spare
them .

"Well, it shouldn't be that difficult . . . the angels probably left the temple
standing and destroyed everything else created by this world's inhabitants . "

Even though he used his telescope to find anything that looked like a temple,
Leon didn't find anything . However, he was confident that as long as he flies
low, he would feel the presence of the spirit . Things would progress faster if
Leon decided to ignore all monsters and look for the temple, but he chose to
collect their mana .

It wasn't that surprising, but Leon didn't find any new monster while he was

looking for the temple . The power level of the monsters also was pretty much
the same, and there was no sign of an angel . . .

"They probably made the magic circle here too . . . it would be awesome if I
could absorb the mana of the magic circle with Soul Eater, but I can't . "

Once Leon finds the spirit of thunder, he wouldn't have any reason to return
to Celosie . So, it was a good idea to practice Mana-Eater and fill Soul Eater
with even more mana . Although the process would be very time-consuming,
Leon could speed up things using Fast-Conjuration . Besides, it would be too
much of a waste to leave such a reservoir of mana behind .

Congratulations! The skill Fly has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Swordsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fly has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Swordsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Celosie had four continents, and as expected, the magic circle was on the
largest one . Regardless, Leon had to look for two weeks before he could feel
a mighty presence . He looked around but found nothing, only mountains .

"Is he in a cave?"

Still, it didn't take long before Leon found the end of the cave and noticed
that the last part looked like the exterior of a building . The walls weren't
rough, and the ground wasn't uneven . However, on the altar, instead of
seeing a ball floating, Leon found a humanoid figure . Its body was made of
electricity, so Leon was having a hard time looking at it . The spirit's body
was pretty average and seemed to be one of a man, but it was hard to be sure
if that was the case .



"Hello, traveler," The spirit said .

"Hey, My name is Leon . . . this may sound like a stupid question, but . . . "
Leon hesitated . "Are you one of the fragments of Volt?"

"Indeed I am," The spirit answered . "You can call me Volt, the spirit of
thunder, a fragment of a spirit . . . it is your choice . "

"I see . . . well then, Volt," Leon said . "You know I'm here, right?"

"Yes, you want my power," Volt nodded .

"Yes, so . . . what is going to be the test?" Leon asked .

"There is no need for a test," Volt shook his head . "You can have my power .
"

" . . . Why?" Leon frowned .

"Because you already did what I wanted, you killed those who killed my
brothers and sisters," Volt said . "Although we are not the original spirits, we
have a great sense of similarity . We were born in the same way, after all .
Besides, we gained consciousness at the same time . So, we used to talk a
lot . . . but now I can only feel faint voices now and then when the original

spirits pass nearby this solar system . "

"I see . . . you can hear them," Leon rubbed his chin . "When was the last time

you heard their voices?"



"Six years ago," Volt answered .

"I guess he or she had a lot of time to get ahead of me . . . " Leon frowned .
"It will be a waste of time look for them now . . . well, since I don't need to
be tested, I will accept your power . "

"Understood," Volt nodded and then sent a sphere of thunder inside of Leon .

At first, Leon thought he had been attacked, his body started to tremble, and
he felt like he was being electrocuted . However, soon the energy stabilized,
and Leon received several notifications .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electromancy .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electric Armor .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Lesser Thunder Spirit .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Blessing .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Just as Leon heard from the harvesters, Celosie was really a world that had a
lot of mountains . Most of them had more than five kilometers of height, so
Leon wondered how that world progressed, having so little space for
cultivating their lands and growing crops and things like that . However,
those thoughts soon disappeared .

Well, now . . . where I will find the temple of the fragment of the spirit of
thunder?

Just like Jorhorn said it would be hard to reconquest that world thanks to its
terrain, it would be equally challenging to find anything . Leon could have
asked before defeating the harvesters, but it was a bit unrealistic to wait for
them to answer his questions when it was apparent that he wouldnt spare
them .

Well, it shouldnt be that difficult . . . the angels probably left the temple
standing and destroyed everything else created by this worlds inhabitants .

Even though he used his telescope to find anything that looked like a temple,
Leon didnt find anything . However, he was confident that as long as he flies
low, he would feel the presence of the spirit . Things would progress faster if
Leon decided to ignore all monsters and look for the temple, but he chose to
collect their mana .

It wasnt that surprising, but Leon didnt find any new monster while he was

looking for the temple . The power level of the monsters also was pretty much
the same, and there was no sign of an angel . . .

They probably made the magic circle here too . . . it would be awesome if I
could absorb the mana of the magic circle with Soul Eater, but I cant .



Once Leon finds the spirit of thunder, he wouldnt have any reason to return to
Celosie . So, it was a good idea to practice Mana-Eater and fill Soul Eater
with even more mana . Although the process would be very time-consuming,
Leon could speed up things using Fast-Conjuration . Besides, it would be too
much of a waste to leave such a reservoir of mana behind .

Congratulations! The skill Fly has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Swordsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fly has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Swordsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Celosie had four continents, and as expected, the magic circle was on the
largest one . Regardless, Leon had to look for two weeks before he could feel
a mighty presence . He looked around but found nothing, only mountains .



Is he in a cave?

Still, it didnt take long before Leon found the end of the cave and noticed that
the last part looked like the exterior of a building . The walls werent rough,
and the ground wasnt uneven . However, on the altar, instead of seeing a ball
floating, Leon found a humanoid figure . Its body was made of electricity, so
Leon was having a hard time looking at it . The spirits body was pretty
average and seemed to be one of a man, but it was hard to be sure if that was
the case .

Hello, traveler, The spirit said .

Hey, My name is Leon . . . this may sound like a stupid question, but . . .
Leon hesitated . Are you one of the fragments of Volt?

Indeed I am, The spirit answered . You can call me Volt, the spirit of thunder,
a fragment of a spirit . . . it is your choice .

I see . . . well then, Volt, Leon said . You know Im here, right?

Yes, you want my power, Volt nodded .

Yes, so . . . what is going to be the test? Leon asked .

There is no need for a test, Volt shook his head . You can have my power .

. . . Why? Leon frowned .



Because you already did what I wanted, you killed those who killed my
brothers and sisters, Volt said . Although we are not the original spirits, we
have a great sense of similarity . We were born in the same way, after all .
Besides, we gained consciousness at the same time . So, we used to talk a
lot . . . but now I can only feel faint voices now and then when the original

spirits pass nearby this solar system .

I see . . . you can hear them, Leon rubbed his chin . When was the last time

you heard their voices?

Six years ago, Volt answered .

I guess he or she had a lot of time to get ahead of me . . . Leon frowned . It
will be a waste of time look for them now . . . well, since I dont need to be
tested, I will accept your power .

Understood, Volt nodded and then sent a sphere of thunder inside of Leon .

At first, Leon thought he had been attacked, his body started to tremble, and
he felt like he was being electrocuted . However, soon the energy stabilized,
and Leon received several notifications .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electromancy .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electric Armor .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Lesser Thunder Spirit .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Blessing .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .
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"Thank you very much . " Leon smiled in satisfaction .

Thunder Resistance leveled up to the level two hundred, and Leon once again
obtained the points for each level up . The Thunder Blessing he was already
expected to receive; that being said, Leon thought he would be able to
summon a more powerful spirit, not another lesser spirit . . . Regardless,
Leon forgot about that when he saw the description of Electric Armor .

Electric Armor: A spell that envelopes your body in electricity . It increases
your speed, strength, endurance, and the power of your electric attacks by a
certain percentage that equals the level of the skill .

Cost: 100 mana per second

"The cost is a bit high . . . but I guess it is the thunder version of Dark Aura .
I won't be able to teleport, but it will increase my speed exponentially .
However, the stronger it becomes . . . , the more difficult it will become to
keep the skill active for longer periods of time . . . that is probably one of the
reasons Thunder Resistance is now level two hundred . "

It was a pretty good power-up, Leon now could count on three lesser spirits to

help him, and he also would be able to learn thunder spells faster . There was
no reason for him to feel unsatisfied .

"May I ask you a question?" Leon asked .

"Another one?" Volt asked .



"Yes . . . do you know where I can find other spirits?" Leon asked .
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"Yes, you can go to the planet of angels," Volt answered . "You will find the
fragment of the spirit of light there . Receiving his cooperation will probably
be impossible . "

"Why?" Leon frowned .

"You killed a lot of the people who worshiped him," Volt explained . "Even
though they didn't have, the angels offered him many offerings over the

decades . Thanks to those offerings, he will be able to live for hundreds of
thousands of years . So I doubt that he will have any interest in negotiating
with you . "

"I see . . . " Leon looked away, disappointed .

Leon could always kill a spirit in order to obtain a part of its power, but that
would probably make things difficult if he finds another spirit and notices
what he did . Besides, Leon decided not to think of that, since spirits could
read his mind by the movement of his mana . . .

"Well, I can always find another spirit of thunder somewhere else . . . " Leon
said . "There is another spirit nearby?"



" . . . There is someone who killed another spirit . You can go to his world if
you return to Miebos . " Volt said .

"Ah, that guy . . . " Leon said . "I guess I won't be able to find the spirit of
shadow there, but I will be able to recover a part of his power . "

"Indeed . Although you can't defeat him now, you will receive almost the
same amount of power I gave you," Volt explained . "That being killed a
fragment which was far stronger than me, so most likely, you will receive a
huge deal of power . "
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Leon turned and walked toward the exit of the dungeon, and he only started to
think about what he heard when he left the mountain . It was hard to be sure,
but there was a possibility that Volt also tempted him with promises of
power .

"Considering Volt's words and brief hesitation . . . he wants that shadowy
figure dead . Well, it is obvious considering that he killed a spirit to obtain its
power, but his actions were still a bit dubious . . . considering that he has
been alive only for twenty years or so . . . "

Regardless, it looks like Leon won't obtain the spirit of light's power for the
time being since he caused the end of the race that more or less worshiped
him . It was a pity, but Leon couldn't always get what he wanted .



"Well, I can't waste time, and should it level up as much as I can . . . "

Leon activated Electric Armor, and he felt all his body really ticklish, the
spell was really above his skin, but the electricity wasn't wounding him in any

way . However . . .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

The more the skill leveled up, the bigger the discomfort grew . . . It didn't
take long before Leon could feel his skin burning . Thanks to Thunder
Resistance, his body wasn't getting numb, but the damage was there .

"As expected . . . the cost to keep such useful skill active isn't only mana .
Still . . . I have no other option but to endure this . This spell is too useful to
ignore . "

That being said, Leon's primary goal was to return to Earth, so he couldn't
just ignore everything to level up Electric Armor . The list of useful skills
Leon had to level up was increasing . . . but it couldn't be helped . He wanted
to cross the universe, after all . Such a task couldn't be done with guts alone .

Leon returned to the biggest continent of Celosie and then started to use
Mana-Eater and drain the mana of the magic circle . He had no idea for how
long he would have to do that, but he was decided to stop only when the mana



of the magic circle disappears or until he manages to see Earth using his
telescope .

"This will take a long time . . . I guess I shouldn't keep thinking about that
and should just start . . . "

Leon sat on the ground and started to use Mana-Eater . . .

Thank you very much . Leon smiled in satisfaction .

Thunder Resistance leveled up to the level two hundred, and Leon once again
obtained the points for each level up . The Thunder Blessing he was already
expected to receive; that being said, Leon thought he would be able to
summon a more powerful spirit, not another lesser spirit . . . Regardless,
Leon forgot about that when he saw the description of Electric Armor .

Electric Armor: A spell that envelopes your body in electricity . It increases
your speed, strength, endurance, and the power of your electric attacks by a
certain percentage that equals the level of the skill .

Cost: 100 mana per second

The cost is a bit high . . . but I guess it is the thunder version of Dark Aura .
I wont be able to teleport, but it will increase my speed exponentially .
However, the stronger it becomes . . . , the more difficult it will become to
keep the skill active for longer periods of time . . . that is probably one of the
reasons Thunder Resistance is now level two hundred .



It was a pretty good power-up, Leon now could count on three lesser spirits to

help him, and he also would be able to learn thunder spells faster . There was
no reason for him to feel unsatisfied .

May I ask you a question? Leon asked .

Another one? Volt asked .

Yes . . . do you know where I can find other spirits? Leon asked .

Yes, you can go to the planet of angels, Volt answered . You will find the
fragment of the spirit of light there . Receiving his cooperation will probably
be impossible .

Why? Leon frowned .

You killed a lot of the people who worshiped him, Volt explained . Even
though they didnt have, the angels offered him many offerings over the

decades . Thanks to those offerings, he will be able to live for hundreds of
thousands of years . So I doubt that he will have any interest in negotiating
with you .

I see . . . Leon looked away, disappointed .

Leon could always kill a spirit in order to obtain a part of its power, but that
would probably make things difficult if he finds another spirit and notices
what he did . Besides, Leon decided not to think of that, since spirits could
read his mind by the movement of his mana . . .



Well, I can always find another spirit of thunder somewhere else . . . Leon
said . There is another spirit nearby?

. . . There is someone who killed another spirit . You can go to his world if
you return to Miebos . Volt said .

Ah, that guy . . . Leon said . I guess I wont be able to find the spirit of
shadow there, but I will be able to recover a part of his power .

Indeed . Although you cant defeat him now, you will receive almost the same
amount of power I gave you, Volt explained . That being killed a fragment
which was far stronger than me, so most likely, you will receive a huge deal
of power .

Leon turned and walked toward the exit of the dungeon, and he only started to
think about what he heard when he left the mountain . It was hard to be sure,
but there was a possibility that Volt also tempted him with promises of
power .

Considering Volts words and brief hesitation . . . he wants that shadowy
figure dead . Well, it is obvious considering that he killed a spirit to obtain its
power, but his actions were still a bit dubious . . . considering that he has
been alive only for twenty years or so . . .

Regardless, it looks like Leon wont obtain the spirit of lights power for the
time being since he caused the end of the race that more or less worshiped
him . It was a pity, but Leon couldnt always get what he wanted .

Well, I cant waste time, and should it level up as much as I can . . .



Leon activated Electric Armor, and he felt all his body really ticklish, the
spell was really above his skin, but the electricity wasnt wounding him in any

way . However . . .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

The more the skill leveled up, the bigger the discomfort grew . . . It didnt take
long before Leon could feel his skin burning . Thanks to Thunder Resistance,
his body wasnt getting numb, but the damage was there .

As expected . . . the cost to keep such useful skill active isnt only mana .
Still . . . I have no other option but to endure this . This spell is too useful to
ignore .

That being said, Leons primary goal was to return to Earth, so he couldnt just
ignore everything to level up Electric Armor . The list of useful skills Leon
had to level up was increasing . . . but it couldnt be helped . He wanted to
cross the universe, after all . Such a task couldnt be done with guts alone .

Leon returned to the biggest continent of Celosie and then started to use
Mana-Eater and drain the mana of the magic circle . He had no idea for how
long he would have to do that, but he was decided to stop only when the mana
of the magic circle disappears or until he manages to see Earth using his
telescope .

This will take a long time . . . I guess I shouldnt keep thinking about that and
should just start . . .

Leon sat on the ground and started to use Mana-Eater . . .

Novel Chapter 357



Chapter 357: 357

It took Leon six months for him to absorb all the mana on the magic circle of
Celosie . In that period, Mana-Eater leveled up to the level one hundred
ninety, and Fast-Conjuration reached the level one hundred fifty .

"Testing, one, two, three . . . Testing, one, two, three . . . " Leon coughed a
little . "All right, I guess my voice is normal today too . . . "

In those six months, Leon felt like he was back to the island, but the island
was now a planet . Gravity couldn't stop him anymore, and the beasts didn't
scare him . . . thanks to that, Leon was getting worried about silly things like
suddenly losing his voice or the possibility that his voice might become more
acute due to lack of use of his vocal cords .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .
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"All right . . . it is time to test the telescope number seven . " Leon said .

Leon knew that to reach significant goals, one had to take slow but steady

steps . So, to reach Earth faster, he decided to develop a new telescope every

month . However, every new telescope had to be at least one meter longer

than the previous one . That way, the efficiency of his skills wouldn't be the
only thing that would multiplicate the effectiveness of the telescope .

"Mmm . . . It looks like everything is well on Miebos, a lot more warriors are
starting to walk around the city as of late . . . "

On the days of clear sky in both planets, Leon could clearly see the
inhabitants of Miebos through the lenses of his telescope . Although he was
using only one-third of the capacity of the telescope, Leon had to make that
kind of test every day just to make sure he wouldn't screw up .

After doing his usual test, Leon changed the telescope to his full capacity, and
now he could see another galaxy even more distant the Miebos . Leon already
knew that Miebos and Celosie galaxies were neighbors, but finding another
galaxy was a big step . . . However, Leon couldn't see any of the planets of
that place in detail . However, Leon knew that it wasn't the Milky way
galaxy . . .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });



Creating a telescope and improving it using mithril seemed the plan who had
the most significant chances of success for Leon, but after those six months,
several things became clear . . . Magic wasn't omnipotent, if it was, then
Leon lacked the mastery to create a telescope much more potent than the ones
on Earth . Even if Leon was a powerful mage, he couldn't overcome with his
mana alone, centuries of progress the human scientists managed to obtain .

" . . . Now what?" Leon asked after a long sigh .

Leon had more than two hundred million coins, yet, he couldn't find anything
useful in the dungeon shops . The chances of him finding were close to none

since he was only living being on those six planets killing monsters, after all .
Not only that, not a single fucking grimoire had been dropped by monsters in
those six months . . .

"If I return to Miebos and tell Donan how to produce mithril, his scientists
will be able to create a much better telescope . . . that being said, I will have
to use a lot of mana to return, and there is always a chance that the shadowy
figure prepared a trap . . . "

Leon wouldn't work for someone like Donan who mistreated Darya, but he
could make some demands in exchange for knowledge . Was it worth the risk?
Leon couldn't say . . .

"If I take my telescope to Miebos, I will be able to see the next galaxy with
more precision . Perhaps there I will find a planet that has been assimilated,
and then I could go there . . . but it would be the right direction? It is

impossible to know If by traveling like that, I could be getting closer or even
farther away from Earth . "



Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon could also go to different worlds through dungeons and use his
telescope there . Still, considering the vastness of the universe and the fact
that his current telescope could only see anything two galaxies away from his
current position, the chances of him succeeding were slim .

"I wonder if that guy lied when he said that he could take me back to
Earth . . . no, he wasn't lying . He said that he wanted Earth's mana . . . so he
definitely the way to go and how to go . . . I guess my only real option is to
beat the crap of a being that is called the 'god of death . '"

Leon stopped thinking and let out a long sigh . His life was stupidly hard . If
he could compare with a game, it would be like playing Dark Souls,
blindfolded and without his arms . . .

Regardless, defeat such a being that was consuming mana from several

planets to get stronger was too realistic . Most likely, that shadowy figure was
on a world that was on the fourth stage of assimilation . A creature was so

powerful that it couldn't even materialize itself on worlds like Miebos . Leon
thought for a while, but he didn't find an answer to his questions . . . in the
end, once again . . . he could only open his path with steel and blood .

It took Leon six months for him to absorb all the mana on the magic circle of
Celosie . In that period, Mana-Eater leveled up to the level one hundred
ninety, and Fast-Conjuration reached the level one hundred fifty .



Testing, one, two, three . . . Testing, one, two, three . . . Leon coughed a
little . All right, I guess my voice is normal today too . . .

In those six months, Leon felt like he was back to the island, but the island
was now a planet . Gravity couldnt stop him anymore, and the beasts didnt
scare him . . . thanks to that, Leon was getting worried about silly things like
suddenly losing his voice or the possibility that his voice might become more
acute due to lack of use of his vocal cords .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

All right . . . it is time to test the telescope number seven . Leon said .



Leon knew that to reach significant goals, one had to take slow but steady

steps . So, to reach Earth faster, he decided to develop a new telescope every

month . However, every new telescope had to be at least one meter longer

than the previous one . That way, the efficiency of his skills wouldnt be the
only thing that would multiplicate the effectiveness of the telescope .

Mmm . . . It looks like everything is well on Miebos, a lot more warriors are
starting to walk around the city as of late . . .

On the days of clear sky in both planets, Leon could clearly see the
inhabitants of Miebos through the lenses of his telescope . Although he was
using only one-third of the capacity of the telescope, Leon had to make that
kind of test every day just to make sure he wouldnt screw up .

After doing his usual test, Leon changed the telescope to his full capacity, and
now he could see another galaxy even more distant the Miebos . Leon already
knew that Miebos and Celosie galaxies were neighbors, but finding another
galaxy was a big step . . . However, Leon couldnt see any of the planets of
that place in detail . However, Leon knew that it wasnt the Milky way

galaxy . . .

Creating a telescope and improving it using mithril seemed the plan who had
the most significant chances of success for Leon, but after those six months,
several things became clear . . . Magic wasnt omnipotent, if it was, then Leon
lacked the mastery to create a telescope much more potent than the ones on
Earth . Even if Leon was a powerful mage, he couldnt overcome with his
mana alone, centuries of progress the human scientists managed to obtain .

. . . Now what? Leon asked after a long sigh .



Leon had more than two hundred million coins, yet, he couldnt find anything
useful in the dungeon shops . The chances of him finding were close to none

since he was only living being on those six planets killing monsters, after all .
Not only that, not a single fucking grimoire had been dropped by monsters in
those six months . . .

If I return to Miebos and tell Donan how to produce mithril, his scientists will
be able to create a much better telescope . . . that being said, I will have to use
a lot of mana to return, and there is always a chance that the shadowy figure
prepared a trap . . .

Leon wouldnt work for someone like Donan who mistreated Darya, but he
could make some demands in exchange for knowledge . Was it worth the risk?
Leon couldnt say . . .

If I take my telescope to Miebos, I will be able to see the next galaxy with
more precision . Perhaps there I will find a planet that has been assimilated,
and then I could go there . . . but it would be the right direction? It is

impossible to know If by traveling like that, I could be getting closer or even
farther away from Earth .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon could also go to different worlds through dungeons and use his
telescope there . Still, considering the vastness of the universe and the fact
that his current telescope could only see anything two galaxies away from his
current position, the chances of him succeeding were slim .



I wonder if that guy lied when he said that he could take me back to Earth . . .
no, he wasnt lying . He said that he wanted Earths mana . . . so he definitely
the way to go and how to go . . . I guess my only real option is to beat the
crap of a being that is called the god of death .

Leon stopped thinking and let out a long sigh . His life was stupidly hard . If
he could compare with a game, it would be like playing Dark Souls,
blindfolded and without his arms . . .

Regardless, defeat such a being that was consuming mana from several

planets to get stronger was too realistic . Most likely, that shadowy figure was
on a world that was on the fourth stage of assimilation . A creature was so

powerful that it couldnt even materialize itself on worlds like Miebos . Leon
thought for a while, but he didnt find an answer to his questions . . . in the
end, once again . . . he could only open his path with steel and blood .

Novel Chapter 358

Chapter 358: 358

Congratulations! The skill Throw has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Analysis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Dash has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Concentrated Shot has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Jesus Christ . . . why my life has so much grinding . . . It's not like I hate
this, but everything has a limit . "

Leon already knew that, but it looked like life would always spit on his face
that he couldn't choose the safest option . To find the fastest and possibly the
only way to return home, Leon couldn't do anything but keep doing insane
things . He didn't know if the shadowy figure was a god or not, but since he
killed a powerful fragment of the spirit of shadow, he was a fearsome enemy,
and he would have to get stronger to beat him and get the answers he wanted .
So, to obtain that power, Leon decided to level up all his skills up to level
thirty .

Soul Eater
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It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .



Mana Stored: 12123625412

After returning to Dasaliv, Soul Eater had that much of mana . Although it
wasn't a small amount, against a creature that was absorbing mana of several
worlds, Leon would have to increase it by many times . So, he also decided to
use half of the mana he obtains by using Mana-Eater to store it in Soul Eater
and the other half he would use to level ups his skills .

Congratulations! The Frost Lance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Fire Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Well, at least everything becomes much simple and faster, all thanks to
Multi-Conjuration and Fast-Conjuration . Let's see for how long the mana of

this magic circle can help level up my most basic skills . . . "

"Well, that makes sense in games, but what about reality?"

Leon and the harvesters caused the downfall of almost one million angels,
despite all that, it wouldn't be weird if that shadowy figure faced and still
faces monsters that can use that kind of element . So, most likely, the
shadowy figure has some resistance against light-type attacks . Anyway, even
if that was the case, Leon had no better weapon to use .

Still . . . if it comes the moment where Leon's magic becomes useless, that
was another thing he could use . . . but he really didn't want to use that . . .
So the only thing he could really do was to work hard and prepare himself for
all possible outcomes .



Congratulations! The skill Fire Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Ice Pillar has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Punch has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Punch has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Punch has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Punch has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

After the end of the first day of training, Leon made a mental note to increase
the level of his lowest skills at least once every day . Although he wouldn't
always have such a convenient way to recover his mana, it was too easy to
level up the low-level skills he learned years ago . His mana pool grew to the

point where that kind of thing was possible, and he also had the tools to
recover his mana quite fast . So, leveling up his weak spells in order to gain
some status points was a must .

"Why I feel so empty doing this . . . Is it because I got used to it? Or is it

because I have a lot of skills? It has been a while since I felt any sense of

accomplishment . . . "

Suddenly, Leon stopped and frowned due to his feelings . He obtained a lot of
status points, and those would help him to go home . . . but Leon couldn't



feel even a bit happy . At first, Leon thought it was his usual depression after
so many failures, but that wasn't the case . He wasn't feeling lethargic, after
all . It was just . . . as if everything had become routine . Training his spells,
obtaining status points, getting stronger, and failing at reaching his goal . . . it
became . . . normal .

"This is a very bad feeling . . . no matter what, I can't let myself get used to
failures . "

Maybe it was because his goal became even more difficult, or perhaps it was
because the scale of his problems was much bigger . Either way, Leon
couldn't let himself be overwhelmed by any situation or problems .

Congratulations! The skill Throw has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Analysis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Dash has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Concentrated Shot has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Jesus Christ . . . why my life has so much grinding . . . Its not like I hate this,
but everything has a limit .

Leon already knew that, but it looked like life would always spit on his face
that he couldnt choose the safest option . To find the fastest and possibly the
only way to return home, Leon couldnt do anything but keep doing insane
things . He didnt know if the shadowy figure was a god or not, but since he
killed a powerful fragment of the spirit of shadow, he was a fearsome enemy,
and he would have to get stronger to beat him and get the answers he wanted .
So, to obtain that power, Leon decided to level up all his skills up to level
thirty .

Soul Eater

It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 12123625412

After returning to Dasaliv, Soul Eater had that much of mana . Although it
wasnt a small amount, against a creature that was absorbing mana of several
worlds, Leon would have to increase it by many times . So, he also decided to
use half of the mana he obtains by using Mana-Eater to store it in Soul Eater
and the other half he would use to level ups his skills .

Congratulations! The Frost Lance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Bullet has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Well, at least everything becomes much simple and faster, all thanks to
Multi-Conjuration and Fast-Conjuration . Lets see for how long the mana of

this magic circle can help level up my most basic skills . . .

Well, that makes sense in games, but what about reality?

Leon and the harvesters caused the downfall of almost one million angels,
despite all that, it wouldnt be weird if that shadowy figure faced and still faces
monsters that can use that kind of element . So, most likely, the shadowy



figure has some resistance against light-type attacks . Anyway, even if that
was the case, Leon had no better weapon to use .

Still . . . if it comes the moment where Leons magic becomes useless, that
was another thing he could use . . . but he really didnt want to use that . . . So
the only thing he could really do was to work hard and prepare himself for all
possible outcomes .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Pillar has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Earth Punch has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Punch has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Punch has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Punch has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

After the end of the first day of training, Leon made a mental note to increase
the level of his lowest skills at least once every day . Although he wouldnt
always have such a convenient way to recover his mana, it was too easy to
level up the low-level skills he learned years ago . His mana pool grew to the

point where that kind of thing was possible, and he also had the tools to
recover his mana quite fast . So, leveling up his weak spells in order to gain
some status points was a must .

Why I feel so empty doing this . . . Is it because I got used to it? Or is it

because I have a lot of skills? It has been a while since I felt any sense of

accomplishment . . .



Suddenly, Leon stopped and frowned due to his feelings . He obtained a lot of
status points, and those would help him to go home . . . but Leon couldnt feel
even a bit happy . At first, Leon thought it was his usual depression after so
many failures, but that wasnt the case . He wasnt feeling lethargic, after all .
It was just . . . as if everything had become routine . Training his spells,
obtaining status points, getting stronger, and failing at reaching his goal . . . it
became . . . normal .

This is a very bad feeling . . . no matter what, I cant let myself get used to
failures .

Maybe it was because his goal became even more difficult, or perhaps it was
because the scale of his problems was much bigger . Either way, Leon
couldnt let himself be overwhelmed by any situation or problems .

Novel Chapter 359

Chapter 359: 359

It took Leon one week for him to level up all his skills to level thirty, he was
a bit satisfied with his progress, but to change the mood of the last days, he
decided to take a break from his never-ending training . Since his only days
off on his eight years were the days he was depressed on the island, he
decided to take a day off for a change of pace . However, Leon didn't have
any hobbies, and there was nothing nor even anyone to talk to .

"So, my only option is to go insane talking to myself or keep acting like a
workaholic who doesn't feel anything . . . " Leon sighed . "I don't think I
sinned so much in this life to deserve this . . . "



Still, Leon tried to relax even for a few hours . . . looking at the starry sky .
That didn't help him . It only made Leon feel like he didn't have time to
waste . Regardless, it looked like only impressive accomplishments would
make him forget that . . .

"This will be a bit troublesome . . . but I guess it is the only way to avoid
myself from getting too lax . "

Instead of thinking of new spells, Leon decided to look for them on the

dungeon shop and try to replicate them . He would do that once every three
days and would only return to his task of filling Soul Eater with mana once he
learns a new spell . That would add the sense of urgency Leon was missing as
of late .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electric Rope .

Cost: 150 mana

Duration: 15 seconds
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

"I guess I also should level up this to the level thirty . . . "

Much faster than he expected, thanks to Electromancy, Leon learned a new
spell . Although the cost was a bit high, Leon leveled up the skill until level
thirty within a day . Thus, he had two days to keep draining mana from the

magic circle .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Slash .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Sponsored Content

googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

Two days later, Leon learned another skill and again leveled up the skill up to
level thirty . It was thanks to Electromancy, so it couldn't be helped that he
was learning new skills fast . In the end, Leon decided to learn other types of
the spell, because he wasn't feeling accomplished doing that .

"I don't even know what I'm doing anymore… I'm trying to go home by

making myself motivated, or am I just trying to feel proud of myself?"



Trying to learn spells like Ice Meteor would take too long, and if Leon keeps
failing, he would only feel depressed and make things worse . So, he decided
to keep things as simple as possible .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Orb of Magma .

Cost: 50 mana

Duration: 5 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Sponsored Content

googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

Unfortunately, the same type of attack with other elements wasn't that
useful . The same thing couldn't be applied for Fire Slash, Ice Slash, and
Earth Slash, so Leon practiced those for the next ten days . However…

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Slash .

Cost: 40 mana

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Slash .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Slash .

Cost: 40 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

"Yep . Although I'm getting stronger, this isn't changing my mood… I lived

an irregular life since that dragon crashed that plane… only random and
surprising things will change my mood . Only real tension will motivate me to
keep me working hard and let me stay focused . "

It was pathetic, but Leon would never feel that way as long as he stays alone
on such a planet . There were no challenges for him there… he finally

understood why he felt so motivated and focused on the island . It was
because he was never safe . He didn't know at the time that dragons suddenly

disappeared, but he thought that he would see them the very moment he

leaves the island . At that time, two species of Apex-predators dominated the
skies and the seas, so he couldn't help but feel motivated to obtain the power
to defeat them .

"I guess I will have to return to Miebos much sooner than I planned… It is a

massive waste to leave all the mana on those four planets, but I guess it can't
be helped…"



In the end, Leon decided to at least absorb all the mana in the magic circle on
Dasaliv . Still, quite surprisingly, he didn't feel all that bothered anymore .
He soon would get close to another enemy, and this time the enemy had for
sure the means to send him back to Earth . Although the monsters were
weaker and the mana Leon will be able to collect, there couldn't be compared
to a world on the third stage of assimilation; everything wasn't just bad
news . Leon could obtain access to knowledge of the researchers on Miebos,
after all . He already kicked Donan's ass once, so he can do it twice if he has
to . Of course, he would negotiate, but when someone doesn't listen to reason,
the chances of that someone listening to painful lessons increase .

"Well, I should get going… I'm quite scared of what long periods of isolation

can do to my psyche, considering that those four years sealed my holy
sword…"

It took Leon one week for him to level up all his skills to level thirty, he was
a bit satisfied with his progress, but to change the mood of the last days, he
decided to take a break from his never-ending training . Since his only days
off on his eight years were the days he was depressed on the island, he
decided to take a day off for a change of pace . However, Leon didnt have
any hobbies, and there was nothing nor even anyone to talk to .

So, my only option is to go insane talking to myself or keep acting like a
workaholic who doesnt feel anything . . . Leon sighed . I dont think I sinned
so much in this life to deserve this . . .

Still, Leon tried to relax even for a few hours . . . looking at the starry sky .
That didnt help him . It only made Leon feel like he didnt have time to
waste . Regardless, it looked like only impressive accomplishments would
make him forget that . . .



This will be a bit troublesome . . . but I guess it is the only way to avoid
myself from getting too lax .

Instead of thinking of new spells, Leon decided to look for them on the

dungeon shop and try to replicate them . He would do that once every three
days and would only return to his task of filling Soul Eater with mana once he
learns a new spell . That would add the sense of urgency Leon was missing as
of late .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electric Rope .

Cost: 150 mana

Duration: 15 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

I guess I also should level up this to the level thirty . . .

Much faster than he expected, thanks to Electromancy, Leon learned a new
spell . Although the cost was a bit high, Leon leveled up the skill until level
thirty within a day . Thus, he had two days to keep draining mana from the

magic circle .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Slash .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Two days later, Leon learned another skill and again leveled up the skill up to
level thirty . It was thanks to Electromancy, so it couldnt be helped that he
was learning new skills fast . In the end, Leon decided to learn other types of
the spell, because he wasnt feeling accomplished doing that .

I dont even know what Im doing anymore… Im trying to go home by making
myself motivated, or am I just trying to feel proud of myself?

Trying to learn spells like Ice Meteor would take too long, and if Leon keeps
failing, he would only feel depressed and make things worse . So, he decided
to keep things as simple as possible .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Orb of Magma .

Cost: 50 mana

Duration: 5 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .



Unfortunately, the same type of attack with other elements wasnt that useful .
The same thing couldnt be applied for Fire Slash, Ice Slash, and Earth Slash,
so Leon practiced those for the next ten days . However…

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Slash .

Cost: 40 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Slash .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Slash .

Cost: 40 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Yep . Although Im getting stronger, this isnt changing my mood… I lived an

irregular life since that dragon crashed that plane… only random and
surprising things will change my mood . Only real tension will motivate me to
keep me working hard and let me stay focused .



It was pathetic, but Leon would never feel that way as long as he stays alone
on such a planet . There were no challenges for him there… he finally

understood why he felt so motivated and focused on the island . It was
because he was never safe . He didnt know at the time that dragons suddenly

disappeared, but he thought that he would see them the very moment he

leaves the island . At that time, two species of Apex-predators dominated the
skies and the seas, so he couldnt help but feel motivated to obtain the power
to defeat them .

I guess I will have to return to Miebos much sooner than I planned… It is a
massive waste to leave all the mana on those four planets, but I guess it cant
be helped…

In the end, Leon decided to at least absorb all the mana in the magic circle on
Dasaliv . Still, quite surprisingly, he didnt feel all that bothered anymore . He
soon would get close to another enemy, and this time the enemy had for sure
the means to send him back to Earth . Although the monsters were weaker
and the mana Leon will be able to collect, there couldnt be compared to a
world on the third stage of assimilation; everything wasnt just bad news .
Leon could obtain access to knowledge of the researchers on Miebos, after
all . He already kicked Donans ass once, so he can do it twice if he has to . Of
course, he would negotiate, but when someone doesnt listen to reason, the
chances of that someone listening to painful lessons increase .

Well, I should get going… Im quite scared of what long periods of isolation

can do to my psyche, considering that those four years sealed my holy
sword…

Novel Chapter 360



Chapter 360: 360

One month later, Leon finally managed to drain all the mana of the magic
circle . Then, he started to wonder about what he should do to the tower of the
harvesters . It had probably been made on that planet… it belonged to that

place, and it would be a good sign that a sentient race lived there once since
everything else had been destroyed .

"The dead won't need this… maybe the researchers of Miebos will be able to

study it . It will serve as a good gift for them, and I'm pretty sure they will

give me access to their database of magical knowledge if I give it to them . "

Leon didn't know how, but some researchers that were once the harvesters'
companions managed to use space magic to increased and decrease the size of
many things . Leon always wondered how they did that, but he would never
know… since they died more than twenty years ago, and the harvesters
themselves had no idea how even their weapons worked .

Regardless, after miniaturizing the tower, Leon adjusted his telescope and
then used Transfer once he could see Miebos .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

To save some time, Leon used Transfer and reappeared five seconds later,
right in front of the research center . The hole his created had been repaired a
long time ago, and he also could see some of the warriors that lived under the
city walking around… but they stopped, everyone stopped when Leon
suddenly appeared .

"I must look for someone in the research center that can contact Donan…
things look to be quite normal around here, so I should go down to business
without wasting time . "

Although Leon could create things like knives to cut his hair and beard, it
couldn't be helped that he still had a somewhat messy appearance . He wasn't
that skilled, after all . So, he was quick to draw the attention of others… or

perhaps he was attracting many stares because he was holding Soul Eater and
a ten meters long telescope . It was hard to tell…

Leon headed to the entrance of the research center and was welcomed by the
security of the place . They looked pretty wary of him, but at least they didn't
attack .

"Hello, I want to talk with Donan," Leon said . "Can any of you call him?"



The guards ignored Leon's words and kept staring at him, it looked like they
were waiting for something, and they were also looking at him as if he was a

weird creature . It couldn't be helped since he didn't have bulging muscles or
a mana crystal on his forehead, but that was still annoying .

"Do I have to make a scene again? Why didn't I ask where Donan works
before?"

"You look familiar…" Anton said .

"It is me, Leon…" Leon said, "I didn't think you were the type of man who
had a bad memory . "

"Leon… Leon… Ah! The traveler that appeared years ago," Anton said . "It is
okay, guys; you can relax . I know this man, and he isn't dangerous… right?"

"Why are you asking me that?" Leon frowned . "Did I cause problems before
without reason?"

"Well… a long time has passed…" Anton said . "People can change…"

"I don't think can change so much in a year or two," Leon said .

"Yeah, that is right…" Anton hesitated .

Something was off, Eadmund was older than Leon, but he recalled that he
was a pretty chill guy to talk with . Judging by his clothes, it looked like now
that he was working as a member of the security of the research center . Still,



it was hard to imagine such a job could change him so much after just two
years .

"Am I missing something?" Leon asked . "Did something happen?"

"You left with the harvesters, right?" Anton asked . "Are they back, too?"

"Are you seriously going to answer my question with another question?"
Leon furrowed his eyebrows . "They are dead… they won't come to this
world anymore, and you can rest assured . Now, answer my question . "

"That is good to hear…" Anton said . "Still, nothing happened after you left .
So, I don't think there is anything worth saying . "

Everything was a bit weird, but considering that Leon left by making some
threats, it couldn't be helped that even Anton was looking at Leon with
caution . He left to work with the harvesters, and now Leon returns without

them telling why that they are dead… anyone sane would be suspicious .

"… Whatever, I want to talk with Donan," Leon said . "Where is he?"

"… Mr . Donan died, Ms . Darya is our leader now," Anton answered . "You
can find her on the government tower North of here . "

Leon couldn't help but frown, Anton looked quite sad after mentioning
Donan's death, as if that wasn't weird enough he said that Darya took his
place . If those two things were worth mentioning to him, then something was
wrong with Anton's head… that or he wanted to get his ass kicked .



Still, it was hard to imagine Donan dead . He was a tough bastard, the only
person in that world who could defeat a harvester… how did he die
considering that the harvesters left Miebos two years ago? Besides, it was
bizarre that Darya took his place . The people of that world only learned
about her after Donan erased her memories? If that information was

confidential, how Anton found that information?

"I see…" Leon said . "When did he die?"

"Ten years ago," Anton answered .

One month later, Leon finally managed to drain all the mana of the magic
circle . Then, he started to wonder about what he should do to the tower of the
harvesters . It had probably been made on that planet… it belonged to that

place, and it would be a good sign that a sentient race lived there once since
everything else had been destroyed .

The dead wont need this… maybe the researchers of Miebos will be able to
study it . It will serve as a good gift for them, and Im pretty sure they will

give me access to their database of magical knowledge if I give it to them .

Leon didnt know how, but some researchers that were once the harvesters
companions managed to use space magic to increased and decrease the size of
many things . Leon always wondered how they did that, but he would never
know… since they died more than twenty years ago, and the harvesters
themselves had no idea how even their weapons worked .

Regardless, after miniaturizing the tower, Leon adjusted his telescope and
then used Transfer once he could see Miebos .



Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

To save some time, Leon used Transfer and reappeared five seconds later,
right in front of the research center . The hole his created had been repaired a
long time ago, and he also could see some of the warriors that lived under the
city walking around… but they stopped, everyone stopped when Leon
suddenly appeared .

I must look for someone in the research center that can contact Donan…
things look to be quite normal around here, so I should go down to business
without wasting time .

Although Leon could create things like knives to cut his hair and beard, it
couldnt be helped that he still had a somewhat messy appearance . He wasnt
that skilled, after all . So, he was quick to draw the attention of others… or



perhaps he was attracting many stares because he was holding Soul Eater and
a ten meters long telescope . It was hard to tell…

Leon headed to the entrance of the research center and was welcomed by the
security of the place . They looked pretty wary of him, but at least they didnt
attack .

Hello, I want to talk with Donan, Leon said . Can any of you call him?

The guards ignored Leons words and kept staring at him, it looked like they
were waiting for something, and they were also looking at him as if he was a

weird creature . It couldnt be helped since he didnt have bulging muscles or a
mana crystal on his forehead, but that was still annoying .

Do I have to make a scene again? Why didnt I ask where Donan works

before?

You look familiar… Anton said .

It is me, Leon… Leon said, I didnt think you were the type of man who had
a bad memory .

Leon… Leon… Ah! The traveler that appeared years ago, Anton said . It is
okay, guys; you can relax . I know this man, and he isnt dangerous… right?

Why are you asking me that? Leon frowned . Did I cause problems before
without reason?

Well… a long time has passed… Anton said . People can change…



I dont think can change so much in a year or two, Leon said .

Yeah, that is right… Anton hesitated .

Something was off, Eadmund was older than Leon, but he recalled that he
was a pretty chill guy to talk with . Judging by his clothes, it looked like now
that he was working as a member of the security of the research center . Still,
it was hard to imagine such a job could change him so much after just two
years .

Am I missing something? Leon asked . Did something happen?

You left with the harvesters, right? Anton asked . Are they back, too?

Are you seriously going to answer my question with another question? Leon

furrowed his eyebrows . They are dead… they wont come to this world

anymore, and you can rest assured . Now, answer my question .

That is good to hear… Anton said . Still, nothing happened after you left . So,
I dont think there is anything worth saying .

Everything was a bit weird, but considering that Leon left by making some
threats, it couldnt be helped that even Anton was looking at Leon with
caution . He left to work with the harvesters, and now Leon returns without

them telling why that they are dead… anyone sane would be suspicious .

… Whatever, I want to talk with Donan, Leon said . Where is he?



…Mr . Donan died,Ms . Darya is our leader now, Anton answered . You can
find her on the government tower North of here .

Leon couldnt help but frown, Anton looked quite sad after mentioning
Donans death, as if that wasnt weird enough he said that Darya took his
place . If those two things were worth mentioning to him, then something was
wrong with Antons head… that or he wanted to get his ass kicked .

Still, it was hard to imagine Donan dead . He was a tough bastard, the only
person in that world who could defeat a harvester… how did he die
considering that the harvesters left Miebos two years ago? Besides, it was
bizarre that Darya took his place . The people of that world only learned
about her after Donan erased her memories? If that information was

confidential, how Anton found that information?

I see… Leon said . When did he die?

Ten years ago, Anton answered .
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